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In this paper we suggest anew measure of the importance of a component in a coherent system 
and derive some of its properties. The measure is for the case of components not undergoing 
repair proportional to the expected reduction in the Pernaming system life-time due to the failure of 
the component. This measure seems to be a useful guide during the s’ystem develqiment phase as to 
which components hould receive the most urgent attention in order to increase the system’s 
expected iife-time. The properties of the measure are compared with the ?nes of a measure 
suggested by Barlow and Proschan [l]. 
Coherent structure structural importance 
component importance min cuts 
1. Basics concerning coherent systems 
Considf r a system consisting of n components. For simplicity we will first restrict 
to the case, where the components and hence the system can not be repaired. Let 
(i = 1, . . . , n), 
1, 
X(t) = (0 
if ith component functions at time t, 
9 if ith component is failed at time t. 
Assume in the following that the stochastic processes {Xi(t), t 3 0}, i = 1, . . . , n are 
mutually independent. Introduce 
and let 
where 4 is the system’s tructure function. 
Let now the ith component have an absolutely continuous life distribution E(t) 
with density fi(t). Then the reliability of this component at time t is given by 
P(Xi(t) = 1) = 1 -I;;:(t) ‘+ E(t)* 
319 
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Introduce 
P(t) = @1(t), . . . , Fn(t)). 
Then the reliability of the system at time t is given by 
where h is the system’s reliability function. 
The following notation will be used: 
Defiirition 1.1. The ith component is irrelevant to the structure 4 iff 
@(1j,X)=di(Oi,X) for all ("i,X)* 
Otherwise the ith component is relevant. 
We note that an irrelevant component can never directly cause the failure of the 
system. As an example of such a component consider a condenser being in parallel 
with an electrical device in a large engine. The task of the condenser isto cut off high 
voltages which may have destroyed the electrical device. Hence although being 
irrelevant he condenser can be very important in increasing the life-time of the 
device and hence the life-time of the whole engine. 
Definition 1.2. A system is coherent iff 4(x) is nondecreasing in each argument and 
each component isrelevant. 
In the following we restrict o coherent systems. 
Definition 1.3. A cut set is a set of components whose failure is sufficient to cause 
system failure. A cut set is minimal if it can not be reduced and still be a cut set. 
We also need the following notation. Let C = {i 11 s i in} be the set of 
components comprising the system and let M G C Then 
IO i x M = vector with elements xi, i E Ad’, 
(ii) MC = subset of C complementary toi’M 
effinitiom 1.4. The coherent system (M, x) is a module of the coherent system 
(C, 4) iff 
where + is a coherent structure function and M c C. 
Intuitively, a module is a coherent subsystem that acts as if it were just a 
component. 
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efinition 1.5. A modular decomposition of a coherent system (CT 4) is a set of 
, xk)}Lzl together with an organizing structure $; i.e. 
hereMinM+O,iZj,, 
c 
2. Existing measures of importance of system components 
There seems to be two main reasons for giving a measure of importance of system 
components. Firstly, it permits the analyst o determine which components4 merit the 
most additional research and development 80 improve overall system reliability at 
minimum cost or effort. Secondly, it may suggest the most efficient way to diagnose 
system failure by generating a repair checklist for an operator to follow. Lambert [SJ 
reviews three different measures of importance of components ina coherent system. 
Birnbaum [a] defines the importance of the ith component at time t by: 
r:‘(t) =P[+(li, X(t))-4(Qi, X(t)) = 11, 
which in fact is the probability that the system is in a state at time t in Iwhich the 
functioning of the ith component is critical; i.e. the system functions if the ith 
component functions and is failed otherwise. 
Vesely and Fussel [3,6] suggest as a definition of the importance of the ith 
component at time t: 
I$, (t) = P[A cut set containing the ith component has failed 
at t 1 system has failed at t]. 
This definition takes into accou;rt the fact that a failure of a component can be 
contributing to system failure without being critical. 
One objection against the mentioned efinitions when applied during the system 
development phase, is that they both give the importance at fixed points of time 
leaving for the analyst o determine which points are important. This is not the case 
for the definition by Barlow and Proschan [I] giving the (time-independent 5 
importance of the ith component by: 
Iti) B-P = P(The failure of the ith component coincides with the 
failure of the system). 
NON* obviously 
00 m 
I(i) 
B-P = I 1;' (t)fi(t) dP = I (t)) - h (Oi, P(t))lfi(t) dty 0 0 
implying that the Barlow-Pros&an measure is a weighted average of the Birnbau 
measure, the weig,ht at time t being fi(t). 
j&f, CI!i~C’ _ . ihis section by listing some of the pro 
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Theorem 2.1. Let the ith component be in series (parallel) with the rest of the system. 
Let for j # i Fi(t) aF#) (Fi(t) aFj(t)) for all t a 0. Then I& 3 Ig$. 
Theorem 2.2. Assume the life 
hazards, i.e. 
E(t) = exp(-&R(t)) 
Then for a series system 
I& = hi 
I_ 
jzl hj, 
whereas for a parallel system 
Iti) B-P =Ai hi’ - c (hi 
j#i 
distributions of the components to have proportional 
Aj>O, taO,i=l,. .,n. 
+Ai)-‘+ C (hi+Aj+Ak)-l-0 l l 
jtk 
j.k#i 
7 
-i- (-l)“-l(A1 + l 9 l +An)-' 1. 
Theorem 2.3. Let the ith component be in series (parallel) with the rest of system. Then 
$!p is increasing (decreasing) in e-(t) and in &t), j # i. 
Barlow and Proschan [l] give the importance of the module (M, x) and of the 
minimal cut set K by respectively 
Ii!; = P(The failure of M coincides with the failure of the system.) 
IL!& = P(The failure of K coincides with the failure of the system.) 
Theorem 2.4. IL?; = CicM Ig!p. 
They also extend their measure to systems of components undergoing repair. 
3. A suggestion of a new measure of importance of system components 
Since one, during the system development phase, would like to have at hand a 
time-independent measure of importance that accounts for the contribution to 
system failure the failure of a non-critical component, one should perhaps Ilook for 
measures of the type 
It& = 
I 
00 
It!r (t)wi(t) dt, 
0 
where Jr wi(t) dt = 1. 
The following suggestion of a new measure of importance embodies some of the 
spirit of I:$. 
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Intuitively it seems that components that by failing strongly reduce the remaining 
system life-time are the most important. This seems at least true during the system 
development phase. Mowever, even when setting up a repair checklist for an 
operator to follow, one should just not try to get the system functioning. Rather one 
should try to increase the time until the system breaks down next. Intrcifuce the 
random variable (T.v.) 
- Zi = Reduction in remaining system rife-time due to the failure of the ith . 
component. 
We then suggest he following measure of the importance of the ith component 
tacitly assuming E(Zi) < 00, i = 1, . . . , ~1. Obviously 
n 
OQIfi’ s 1, CI (i) N =l. 
i = 1 
These relations are of course also true for the Barlow-Froschan measure. 
Under the assumptions tated in Section 1, we can prove the following theorem 
Theorem 3.1. Let 
rl:,(u) = 
fi(m.4) 
E(t) ’ 
HYt(u) = 0 
and 
ti:(bl) = &j(U), . l l , Hzt(U)). 
Then 
E(=i)l= I* C n ~(t)‘-x’~(‘)xi 
0 (0,.x1 j#i 
X 
I 
* [h(IT~‘iVx) (‘u))- h(lT~oi*r’ (u))] du fi(t) Qt. 
0 
(3.1) 
Proo& First note that the vector - T ( U)I gives the conditional reliabilities of the 
components 2i Grne t + u, given the skate vector of the components, X, at time 
t. Now introduce the r.v. - YT = Remaining life-tirri..e for the system given the state 
vector of the components, x9 at time t. Then 
and 
I 
CO 
E(Y;)= P(Y;>u)du= 
0 I 9 
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Hence 
f 
CO 
[h (fijl+) (u)) - h ( 
0 
equals the conditional expected reduction in remaining system lifetime given that the 
ith component failed at time t and that the state vector of the components just before 
t was (li, x). Now the expression for E(&) follows by an ordinary conditional 
expectation argument. 
Theorem 3.2. For a series system we have 
whctreas for a parallel system WC get 
jr R(V) In(&)) ni+ic(v) dv 
I” =Cy=l Jr E(V) In(&(v)) ni+ifl(v) dv’ 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Proof. For a series system (3.1) immediately reduces to 
Ioa p(t) ldp il (&t + u)lFm dufm dt* 
By substituting v = t + u and changing the order of integration this expression equals 
j- fi e(v) Iv (fi(t)/E(t)) dt dv = -I” fi c(v) In(&)) dv, 
0 i=1 0 0 j=l 
and (3.2) is established. 
For a parallel system (3.1) reduces to 
I* C l-I Fj(t)‘-“jm n (e(t)-&t+u))‘i&(t+u)dugdt = 
0 ("i.X) i*i 0 j#i i 
= 
(“j,okrx) j#i#k 
XFk(t+U’)Fi(t+U)dU’dt f (t) 
E(t) 
= F,(t+u)fi(t+u)du#dt, 
i 
which as above by changing the order of integration establishes (3.3). 
Note the similarity between the expressions (3.2) and (3.3). 
Consider a series (parallel) system. Let for j $ i Fi(t) 2 
(t)) for all t a 0. Then I:’ 2 I$. 
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roof. For a series system we have 
jr [In@(v)) -ln(&v))] fi &(v) dv 
- i J;ln(E(v)) fi e(v)dv 
j = 1 j=l 
The result for the series system then follows by noting that the denominator above is 
positive and by using the fact that ln(E(v)) is an increasing function of &v ). The 
result for the parallel system follows similarly since it is merely an exercise in 
algebra to show that -&v) ln@(v))/(l -Fi(v)) is an increasing function of F&J). 
Note that the corresponding Theorem 2.1 for the Barlow-Proschan measure is 
stronger. 
Theorem 3.4. Assume 
Fi(t) = eXp(-hiR(2)) Ai > 0, it a 0, i = 1, . l . 9 0, 
where 
(3.4) 
Then for a series system 
Assume furthermore that R (t) = ta, t Z= 0, CY > 0; i.e. the life lengths of the components 
are Weibull-distributed’ with the same shape parameter. Then for a parallel system 
hi Ai’ r 
i. 
--c (Ai+AJB+ c (~~it-A~+Ak)-P-*oo~(~l~-l(~~+“‘f~~~)-’ 
j#i jck 1 
1:’ := j,k+i .I____ 
n 
zA[ 
i Ai’ -C (Ai+Ai)-*+ 1 (Ai+Ai+Ak)-P-***+(-l)“-l(A~+~g’+A,,)~~B 
i= 1 j#i j<Ct 3 
j,k#i (3.6) 
where /3 = (1 + l/a). 
Proof. For a series system the result follows immediately from (3.2). For a parallel 
system the numerator of (3.3) reduces to 
hi O” -- U 1/a exp(-Aiu) n (1 -exp(-A+)) dti= 
Q 0 j#i 
z-2 Afor( C (Ai+Ai)-“r(P) 
a! 6 j#i 
+ c (Ai+Aj+Akj-‘]T(@)--* l l +(-l)“-‘(AI+* ’ +A,,)-“l-t@ 
jck 
j.k#i 
which gives (3.5). 
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Note that the result for a series system is, except for the assumption (3.4), identical 
to the one given for the Barlow-Proschan measure in Theorem 2.2. For a parallel 
system the measures are identical if a + a; i.e. all components die at t = 1. 
Theorem 3.5. Make the same assumptions as in the preceding theorem. Then for a 
series (parallel) systrem of n (2) components Ig’ is increasing (decreasing) in Fi(t) and 
in &t), j f i. Furthermore 
1:’ 3 Ig’ e Fi(t) 2 F,(t) (Fi(t)aFi(t)) for all t 30. (3.7) 
Proof. For a series system the results follow immediately from (3.5). For a parallel 
system of two components (3.6) reduces to 
1;’ = 
A ;l’u -hi(h1+A*)-’ 
Al 
-l/a +pU _(A1 +*&l/a, i=l,2, 
from which (3.7) follows immediately. 
NOW (i # j) 
aP 
2 = {A IA&! + l)[(A :I” + A :/“)(A I+ A*)l’a -A :/“n ya] 
i 
-[(A* +A# -A?I[Af? -(*1+*2)811 
/{aAfi”Af(A1 +A*)2@[A;1ia +Az’/” -(A1 +n2)-““112, 
the numerator of which reduces to 
This expression is obviously positive. Hence 1:’ is decreasing in Fj(t)s 
Since 
rfi) +I$) =1 
9 
I$’ is decreasing in Fj(t) and the proof is completed. 
Note that Theorem 2.3 which corresponds to the first part of the latter theorem for 
the Barlow-Proschan measure, is essentially stronger. Eq. (3.7) is obviously also 
valid for this measure in the case where the life distributions of the components have 
proportional hazards and we consider a series (parallel) system of n (2) components. 
This shows for a series (parallel) system of n (2) components that we must go 
outside components having proportional hazards (being Weibull-distributed with 
the ‘same shape parameter) in order to find a case where the ordering of importance is 
different using the Barlow-Proschan measure and the measure suggested in this 
paper. In fact we have the following theorem: 
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Theorem 3.6. Consider a series system of 2 components where 
E(t) = eXp(--kit”‘) hi > 0, i = 1,2; cYl= 2, tlt2 = 1; t 2 Q. 
Let y = h2/d2A 1, G(t) be the distribution function of the standard normal distribution 
and e(t) = 1 - G(t). Then 
1’2’ 
B-P = y exp( y2/2)J%( y), 
IE’ 
2y exp(-y2/2)(1 -#?p) 
=(l-y2)Jz;;d(y)+ y exp(-y2/2)’ 
For y = 0.6 we have 
Ig!p = 0.494 < Ig?p, IF’ = 0.539 > IC’. 
Proof. We have 
I 
00 
Ig!, = A2 exp[-(Alt2+A2t)] dt, 
0 
Alt2 exp[-(Alt2+h2t)] dt, 
E(Z2) = I* h2t exp[-(AIt + A2t)] dt. 
0 
By now substituting u = Jz( t + A2/2Al), the expression for Igp follows immedi- 
ately whereas 
E(Z) = (y/2A2) exp(y2/2)[(1 + y2)d%%y) - Y exp(-y2/2)l* 
E(Z2) = (y/2A2) exp( y2/2)[2 y exp(- y2/2) - 2 r2JGG(y)l 
are obtained after some integration. The rest of the theorem is now straightforward. 
We close this section by defining and giving expressions for the importance of a 
module and of a minimal cut set. 
Let the coherent system (C, 4) have the modular decomposition {(A&, xk>}; = 1. 
Introduce the r.v. 
- zu~ = Reduct;on in remaining system life-time due to the failure of the k4h 
module. 
We then suggest he following measure of the importance of the kth module 
&M&1 =E(ZM,)/ i E@“)* 
j=l 
Making the same assumptions and using the same notation as in Theorem 3.1 v we 
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Theorem 3.7. 
x I c0 [h(#‘i’X) (UN - h(Roi*x) (u j] du fi(t) dt. 0 
roof. The proof is almost identical to the one of Theorem 3.1. We just have to take 
Into account that the component whose failure coincides 
n,odule, must be critical for the module just before failing. 
with the failure of the 
Note that 
Hence, generally Theorem 2.4 is not valid for our measure. Note also1 that the 
importance of a module depends totally on the whole modular decomposition. This is 
due to the normalization. 
Let the coherent system (C, 4) have minimal cut sets K!., . . y , KS. Introduce the 
r.v. 
-’ ZK, = Reduction in remaining system life-time due to the failure of the kth 
minimal cut set. 
“We then suggest he following measure of the importance of the kth minimal cut set 
ILK&’ = E(&,)/ i E(ZK,). 
i=l 
Ma,king the same assumptions and using the same notation as in Theorem 3.1, we get 
Theorem 3.8. 
E(&,) = c I* c n (~(t)l-x~~(t)“i) 
iC& 0 (OKks)jtiKk 
X n 
iE& -(i} 
e(t) jm h(~~li*oKk-‘i’*X’(~~~) d&t) dt. 
0 
Pmof. Again the proof is almost identical to the one of Theorem 3.1. Now we just 
have to note that the component whose failure coincides with the failure of the 
minimzll cut set, must be the last one to fail within this set. 
ind re 
As for the Barlow-Proschan measure one obtains the structural importance of a 
component (module, minimal cut set) by setting 
Fi(t)=F(t), t20, i = 1,. . . , n. 
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Now consider the case where the components undergo repair after failure, again 
assuming them to operate independently of one another. Specifically, while repair of 
one component is occurring, the remaining components continue to operate. Intro- 
duce the r.v.‘s (i = 1, . . . , n ; j = 1,2, . . J, 
- l’ii = Length of the jth operating period for the ith component, 
- Dij = Length of the jth repair period for the ith component, 
and assume the Tiis to be independent with distribmution function Fi (P) and the DiiS to 
be independent with distribution function Gi(t). Furthermore let 
- Vi = Reduction in time until a functioning system fails due to the failure of the ith 
component, 
- Wi = Increase in time until a failed system functions Cue to the failure of the ith 
component, 
We then suggest 
16’ = E(Zi)f i E(Z”). 
j=l 
In order to arrive at a generalization of Theorem 3.1 one has to find the expected 
values of the following r.v.‘s 
- Rr = Time until a functioning system fai1.s given the state vector of the 
components, X, at time f, 
where 4(x) = 1 and 
- Sf = Time until a failed system functions given the state vector of the components, 
X, at time t, 
where d(x) = 0. Assume 
e(t) = eXp(-hit), 
Gi(t) = eXp(-pit), 
hi>O,taO,i=l,..., n, 
&>O,t2O,i=l,..., ?Z 
and remember the lack of memory property for the exponential distribution. 
For a series system obviously 
E(R:)= l/ i Ai, 
i = 1 
whereas E(Sr) seems hard to find. 
For a parallel system 
whereas E(Rr) is wanted. For a k-out-of-n system, which functions iff at least k out 
of the n components function, assuming hi = A, pi - ,u, i = alperi 
gives an expression for E(RF). Using a duality argument an expression for E(SF) is 
straightforward. However, in this special case obviously all components must be 
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equally important. Hence for the case where the components undergo repair a lot of 
research remains before our suggested measure can be of any practical value. 
The same is true for the case where we allow components o be irrelevant. Our 
definition obviously extends to this case. An expression for the measure seems, 
however, by no means easy to arrive at. 
As a conclusion the measure suggested in this paper does not have as nice 
properties as the Barlow-Proschan measure. However, we are not sure that this is 
an-y objection. Anyway, it seems that the measure can be a useful guide, at least at the 
system development phase, as to which components should receive the most urgent 
attention in order to increase the system’s expected life-time. 
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